TARA ROSS
AUTHOR, LEGAL SCHOLAR, HISTORIAN
A retired lawyer and former Editor-in-Chief of the Texas Review of
Law & Politics, Tara Ross writes on the intersection of law, public
policy and constitutional history and regularly appears on talk
shows nationwide. The author of numerous books, her work has
been published by many news outlets, including the National Law
Journal, USA Today, the Washington Examiner, FoxNews.com,
and The Washington Times.
Ross obtained her B.A. from Rice University and her J.D. from the
University of Texas School of Law. She resides in Dallas with her
husband and two children.

MEDIA

CREDENTIALS
Click to watch:
Author Tara
Ross explains
both the
Electoral
College and why
the National
Popular Vote
movement is not
only wrong, but
dangerous, via
Prager U and an
interview on Fox
News.

Seasoned guest with hundreds of appearances on
national radio and television shows
Published by major houses, she is the author of
numerous books on U.S. history
Featured in two of the most widely-viewed videos
on the Electoral College and National Popular
Vote movement to be found anywhere online (over
6o million views and linked below)
Retired attorney and former Editor-in-Chief of the
Texas Review of Law & Politics
Has studied constitutional history and the Electoral
College for 18 years
B.A., Rice University; J.D., U of Texas School of Law

EXPERTISE
Electoral College
National Popular Vote
U.S. Constitution
Separation of church and state

QUOTABLE
"If the Electoral College is eliminated, vast portions
of the country will be ignored. Elections will be
stolen. Recounts and challenges will proliferate,
and the legal chaos will make Florida 2000 look
like a picnic. The courts will determine who sits in
the White House. America, as it was intended by
our founders, will be lost. What will remain will be
an even greater version of the angry, divided,
ideological battlefield we live in today."

FIND HER ONLINE:

TRAVEL, AVAILABILITY, SPEAKING

www.taraross.com

September 14
Austin, TX
September 20
New York, NY
October 3
Colorado
October 30
Colorado
Most often available M-F, from 8:15-3pm CT,
via landline, cell or Skype. Other times per
request.

Facebook (200,000 likes)

SHE FOUGHT, TOO
stories
of revolutionary
war
reclaiming
the moral roots
ofheroines
capitalism for a virtuous future

An overview of the new book

Who is the audience?

American schoolchildren have long heard the stories of American
Revolutionary War heroes–men such as George Washington, Thomas
Jefferson, or Paul Revere. They may even know about the
more prominent women of that era–ladies such as Martha
Washington or Abigail Adams. But America's fight for liberty included
many lesser-known individuals as well: Men and women who gave
what they could, when they could. These sacrifices added up to
something magnificent: A miraculous victory against the large and
powerful British army. “She Fought, Too: Stories of Revolutionary
War Heroines” tells age-appropriate stories of sixteen women and
girls who contributed to the American war effort, behind the scenes.
Meet the 15- and 16-year-old girls who made brave dashes in the
middle of the night, carrying warnings of British activity. Or meet the
slave who was also a poet: She earned George Washington's respect
at a critical moment during the war. Other women were spies,
fundraisers–or simply brave in the face of adversity. “She Fought, Too”
reflects a fundamental truth: Every person, every effort, always makes
a difference–especially when you are fighting for liberty.

Educators, particularly homeschoolers.
Anyone interested in American history and
particularly the role women have played.

Why it matters

Colonial Press, L.P. (October 14, 2019)

The book is illustrated and aimed at
elementary-aged school children, but also
includes a sizable index, with detailed stories
on each girl that could benefit an older/YA
audience. The book is unique, not only in its
topic, but in that it could resonate/be
appropriate for multiple reading levels and
ages.

OTHER BOOKS
Previously published books ... click to visit Amazon

The Indispensable Electoral College:
How the Founders' Plan Saves Our
Country from Mob Rule
Why We Need the Electoral College
Enlightened Democracy: The Case for
the Electoral College
Under God: George Washington and the
Question of Church and State (coauthored with Joseph C. Smith, Jr.)
We Elect A President: The Story of our
Electoral College

It matters because history is important–particularly the history of
early America, as many race to rewrite it to fit their sociopolitical
ideologies
There is a dearth of resources on this topic. We simply don't know
enough about the tremendous contributions women made in the
founding of our country
Promotes patriotism, preserves American history and secures
America's future through better education for children–particularly
young girls
Important for young girls to know that strong women exist on both
sides of the political aisle and have always fought for freedom

“Elimination of the Electoral College restores us to the
status quo that existed before the American Revolution.
Our ancestors did not want to be taxed, without
representation, by officials in a faraway land. Yet today,
some propose to return to precisely that same situation.
If the Electoral College is abolished, vast portions of the
country will be ignored in presidential elections. Just as
our ancestors lived at the whim of a faraway British
Parliament, millions of modern-day Americans would
live at the whim of voters in faraway states. It's
precisely the type of bondage that our ancestors,
including the women in the pages of this book, fought
to be free from.”
-- Tara Ross

For more information and/or availability, contact:
Jason Jones, Jones Literary
512-720-2996 / jason@jonesliterary.com

